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Welcome to this edition of Upstream which celebrates 25 years of
living and learning at Melbourne Girls’ College (MGC)! The educator
Neil Postman said,

PRINCIPAL’S
REPORT

Children are the living messages
we send to a time we will not see.
This quote resonates in the life and work undertaken both in families
and at MGC every day. We nurture the young people entrusted to our
care, we do this mindful of their learning and wellbeing development.
We do this when we constantly evaluate curriculum and programs to
ensure we are developing ever more agile, deep thinkers with skills
in making connections, ethics and global citizenship. We do this in
building new learning spaces in our proposed Performing Arts Centre
and the 2019 refurbishment of level 3.
During 2019 the students have been exposed to thinking from
key leaders like Jacinda Ardern who build optimism and kindness.
Leaders like Rachael Robertson, the youngest ever Antarctic Mission
Leader who spoke at our International Women’s Day celebration
on 5 March. We connect locally with leaders in Richmond Rotary
who support so many college initiatives, this year included the
event - “100 Women of Influence” hosted at MGC. We have studied
together, building future solutions to climate change, bio-diversity
loss and digital technologies. Opening minds, thinking and hearts is
at the centre of the learning.
We celebrated success in our inspirational 2018 VCE results
including ten VCE students who attained an ATAR score of 99
or above and18.3% of students who achieved a study score of
40 or more. We are proud of every student no matter the ATAR.
Persistence, lifelong learning and grit are what is most important.
We welcomed our exemplary 2019 College Captains, Meg Funston,
Georgia Wolfe and Genevieve Cox. On School Council we bid a fond
farewell to Geoff Coates, Elanthendral Ramasamy, Maya Narayan,
Shaunagh O’Connell and Laura Allen. We welcomed Ben Ball, Vicki
Sharp, Andrew Arney and Darren Sellers. Heather Pritchard is doing
a wonderful job as our new President along with our longer serving
members India Warren-Smith Year 10, Charlie Young Year 11, Tracie
Winch, Sonia Sharp, Caroline Milburn and Gary Funston. Thank you
to all involved for your wise counsel.
We host many international educators at MGC, notably in 2019
those from the U.S, India and China. Our students travelled
extensively also on exchange, the Art and Design trip to New York
and Los Angeles, STEAM trip to the U.S and French study tour.
Our excellent co-curricular programs echo and support the formal
curriculum in building character strengths, fitness and learning.
Finally, enormous gratitude to our magnificent students, staff,
parents, Parents’ Association, School Council and community
supporters.
Please enjoy this 25th Anniversary edition of Upstream!

Karen Money
Karen Money, Principal (seated) with
Assistant Principals (from left to right):
Brent Houghton, Sefija Demirova
and Andrew Arney
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PARENTS’
ASSOCIATION

SCHOOL COUNCIL
REPORT

The MGC Parents’ Association has undergone
transformation in the past year and will continue
to. Thanks to its wonderful volunteers, particularly
presidents Gailean Hammond and Annabelle
Makin, Grants Co-ordinator Sallie Carman and
Uniform Shop Manager/Treasurer Robynne Smith,
the Association has raised over $450K.

The make up of School Council has changed this year,
saying goodbye to immediate past President, and
former MGC Student Maya Narayan after 13 years of
excellent public service and leadership as a community
member. She leaves some very big shoes to fill.

2019 saw The Uniform Shop continue to
successfully run throughout the year. The shop is
open every Thursday during term, with a big sale
on Year 7 Orientation Day and provides a fantastic
service to our families, as well as providing an
avenue to actively assist the environment by
reusing as many uniforms as we can!
All funds raised by the Parents Association are
distributed annually across two rounds of grants,
following a rigorous process of application and
review by the PA. In the past, the funds have
purchased items as the robot Pao, drones and
musical instruments, just to name a few.

We welcomed Ben Ball, Vicki Sharp, Andrew Arney and
Darren Sellers. Our longer serving members are India
Warren-Smith, Year 10, Charlie Young, Year 11, Tracie
Winch, Sonia Sharp, Caroline Milburn Gary Funston and
myself (Heather Pritchard).
The focus of discussions this year include;
•

Rowing Review

•

Community Connections

•

Replacement of the cladding on the Gym
scheduled at a suitable time

•

Continuing renovations and improvements to
the school. The completion of Level 3 and the
continuing progress of the Performing Arts Centre

•

Long term strategic planning

•

Analysis of key data sets, such as VCE, pathways,
NAPLAN and opinion surveys

•

Department of Education and Training initiatives

•

2020 planning

•

Presentations by key program leaders in STEAM,
rowing and sustainability

The funds raised from this event help with the Year
7 Welcome Evening, giving all new parents the
opportunity to meet in the first weeks of Term 1.

•

Presentations on return from overseas trips to NY
and LA for Art and Design, US for Space Camp,
France for French cultural immersion

The Parents Association meets once a term
and is always looking for new members to join
them. 2020 will see the PA offering plenty of
opportunity to mingle with all of the other parents
at the school. We are planning less fund-raising
responsibilities and more fun! Look out for the
social events on offer when the calendar of events
comes out for the 2020 school year. It will be fun
with the emphasis on engagement, community
and connection!

I would like to thank all members of the school council
for the valued contribution to the council.

The annual Fathers’ Day breakfast
in the Gillard Centre is always a
sell-out and the girls and their
dads shared a delightful morning
together, enjoying the opportunity
to meet other dads too.

Annabelle Makin
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We have also bid farewell to Geoff Coates, a member
for 6 years; Elanthendral Ramasamy, 2 years; staff
representative Shaunagh O’Connell, 2 years and fellow
staff representative Laura Allen, 4 years’ service.

Heather Pritchard

Everyone gives their time and
expertise for the long-term
benefit of the students of MGC.
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EX-PRINCIPALS
JUDY, JAN & CAVELL

Judy Crowe (Principal 2002 - 2014), Karen Money (Principal 2014 - present), Jan Parkes ( Principal 1995 - 2002)

“As you enter positions of trust and power, dream a little before you think!”
Toni Morrison, Nobel Laureate, (18/02/31-05/08/19)

In 1994, I stood in a third- floor apartment
overlooking the school, and watched and listened
and waited- and mentally developed a five year plan
for Melbourne Girls’ College. Great, huge, creative
dreams for all girls. The first thing I did upon starting
in mid-January 1995 was to sack the cleaners. Not
really part of the plan.
I thought to create a world class girls’ school - rather
awesome, a bit scary but challenging; a position of
trust and power. What I wanted as Principal of this
college was a safe learning environment where girls
would want to be, where a relevant and outstanding
curriculum could be taught, but also a risk-taking
learning environment created. A place where girls
would learn to be assertive, develop leadership
qualities and be ahead with the latest technological
learning. To me, this would be a place to welcome,
encourage and support all girls irrespective of body
shape, skin colour or cultural background. The
values of diversity, excellence and teamwork could
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be demonstrated and practised by all in the college
community. These girls would not be held back in
their career choice, their lifestyle and above all, they
would be able to have informed choices of how they
wanted their lives to be. By the participation of many
- including girls, staff, parents, the school board and
community – we all worked toward this end. The
backbreaking work was done by the outstanding
Assistant Principal team of Barbara Guazzarotto,
Suzanne Clark and Russel Davies.

The physical environment of MGC, on the banks of the iconic
Yarra River, provides a magical place of learning. The school
however had originally been built with its back to the river.
This is something that with the assistance of our architect,
Bruce Baade, we endeavoured to reverse with numerous
building and landscaping projects during my twelve years at
the school. The role of the “ancient river” in “connecting past
and future” is highlighted in the lyrics of the beautiful school
song (composed in 2014 by Deborah Cheetham AO).
Our approach to curriculum design during this era was
premised on achieving a greater integration of content across
the traditional academic areas. We also gave priority to the
teaching and assessment of social skills, both through the
classroom and the burgeoning co-curricula program. This
emphasis required different classroom spaces, reflective of
contemporary workplaces, as well as energy and commitment
from teaching staff to adapt their teaching methodology.
As the years pass, some aspects of my time at the school
blur. What remains in my heart is a strong core of affection
for those individuals who shared my time at the school and
worked with such professionalism and dedication to achieve
our goals. Many of these relationships have stayed with me
beyond my time at the school.
The motto “I belong” was introduced in 2012 following a
discussion with James Lauritz, a committed parent, who
provided a valuable and lasting photographic chronology
of the activities of the school. In their simplicity these words
encapsulate much that is central to the ethos of the school.

In mid-2002, when I left Melbourne Girls ’ College, I
again stood opposite the college on the third floor of
a newly constructed townhouse and looked across
and reflected on my great dreams of eight years ago. I
was happy, content, positive - the school I was looking
at now, was nothing like the school I had entered in
1995. Because I had allowed myself the time for both
thinking and dreaming.

The common passion that we had to foster a sense of
belonging for girls also provided a lasting benefit to all in
the MGC community. I see the long term friendships forged
amongst staff, the lasting connections between many parents,
especially those who committed to the Parents Association,
College Council and other parent groups within the school.
Most importantly, I regularly hear of the deep connections
between ex-students. As the school song suggests this sense
of belonging is enduring and “we’ll find a part of us remains
right here”.

Jan Parkes

Judy Crowe

Principal Mrlbourne Girls’ College 1995 -2002

Principal Melbourne Girls’ College 2002-2014
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STAFF PORTRAITS 2019
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Natalie
HOWELL

Trevor
HOWLETT

Rebecca
IRVINE

Joanne
JEPSEN

Christopher
JURGENS

Emma
KAPOOR

Sandor
KAZI

Kelly
AGUIRRE

Laura
ALLEN

Conor
ANDERSON

Desmond Koon Yong
ANG

Ingrida
ANSONS

Gavin
ANTOLOS

Andrew
ARNEY

Anthony
KEEN

Wendy
KEEN

Julia
KEFFORD

Jason
KOHLMAN

Isabella
KONTOGEORGIS

Mario
LA MARCA

Alison
LAM

Rebecca
ASHMAN

Beth
BARRASS

Jeanette
BATHGATE

Andrew
BECK

Martin
BEREZDECKY

Nunu
BISOGNI

Luke
BLUES

Will
LI

Kathryn
LLOYD

Amanda
LUCAS

Tim
MACDOUGALL

Emma
McCOWAN

Ella
McDONALD

Paula
McINTOSH

Simone
BOMAR

Thomas
BOND

Liam
BROWN

Georgina
BULL

Carol
BUSETTI

Ken
CALLEGARI

Catriona
CAMERON-MARTIN

Emily
MILLER

Megan
MOAT

Karen
MONEY

Lindy
MUMME

Amber
MUNRO

Brooke
O’CALLAGHAN

Shaunagh
O’CONNELL

Lisa
CARDAMONE

Meredith
CARRE

Paul
CARTER

Susanna
CASTELLO

Xiu
CHEN

Yi Wen
CHIN

Anne
CORRY

Johannes
OP’T HOOG

Mariella
PESCOS

Christine
PIAKIS

Rachel
ROBERTSON

Emily
ROCHETTE

Lisa
ROSOS

Robyn
RYCHNER-WILSON

Anna
CROSSWHITE

Jielei
CUI

Susan
DE JONG

Sefija
DEMIROVA

Sylvan
DORNEY

Tonia
DOUGLAS-SCARFE

Andrew
DOYLE

Bryony
SAHLSTROM

Nancy
SANDILANDS

Kathlyn
SCHIPPER

Matthew
SCHIPPER

Bridgette
SCOWEN

Darren
SELLERS

Bibo
SHI

Erin
EDGLEY

Hazel
ETHERIDGE

Jordan
EVANS

Louise
EXCELL

Andrew
FERO-KOVASSY

Victoria
FITZGERALD

Sarah
FOLEY

Lesley
SIMS

Patricia
SKLAVAKIS

Angus
SMITH

Fiona
STORRIE

Isabella
SWORD

Bridget
TELLEFSON

Entelia
THEODOROU

Mei
FRANCIS

Charlotte
FU

Grace
FUNSTON

Xiao Han Geng
GENG

Nicole
GIBSON

Leanna
HA

Elizabeth
HAJZLER

Hamish
THOMAS

Carolina
TRUJILLO

Claire
TUDOR

Harriet
TURNBULL

Lenore
TWIST

Andrew
VANCE

Catherine
WALKEAR

Leigh
HANLEY

Peter
HILTON

Ngan Le Vi
HO

Nia
HOLDENSON

Glen
HOLLAND

Samone
HOSKING

Brent
HOUGHTON

Christine
WALLACE

Natasha
WALSH

Ann
WILLIAMS

Cindy
WONG

Joelle
YAN-LUNG

Suzana
YAP
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LEADERSHIP
2019 has been an incredible year, full of memories,
laughter, joy and learning, both inside the classroom
and out. Our time as MGC leaders began in January
with the beginning of the new school year and it has
been such a special opportunity to see the Senior
and Middle School Executives challenge themselves
as leaders and thrive. MGC students have achieved
amazing things, from striving towards a more
sustainable school environment, to taking steps to
improve the wellbeing of students and heightening the
inclusivity of our school culture. It has been inspiring
to see students implement their own initiatives within
their portfolios and interest areas, doing their part
in working towards the shared goal to continually
develop and improve the MGC community.
This year we selected the theme ‘Breaking Barriers’
to encourage students, staff and members of the
MGC community to reduce the stigma around mental
health. We strove to break the glass ceiling in a
range of disciplines and increase open and honest
communication. In order to progress as women and
leaders in society, we feel as though it is important
to recognise those barriers obstructing your path,
the obstacles holding you back, and to proactively
dismantle them - breaking those barriers.

The whole school assemblies throughout the year were
a collaborative feat, and we placed a great focus on
showcasing and celebrating the spectacular talents
and successes of the MGC community. We regard
these assemblies as an integral way of unifying the
school, as well as allowing students to be celebrated
for their amazing work, which they should take great
pride in.
One of the most exciting initiatives undertaken by the
Senior School Executive this year, was developing the
first ‘mental health awareness week’ at MGC. The event
in which we take the most pride in was an informative
panel and ‘Q&A’ evening session aimed at parents
wanting to foster meaningful conversations with
their daughters about mental health. The feedback
from this night was overwhelmingly positive and
encouraging.

The tremendous capabilities of
every leadership portfolio, school
club and student across the school
contributed to a collaborative and
superb year at MGC.
We hope to have contributed to the community that
has offered us incredible support throughout our years.
Furthermore, we have endeavoured to encourage
every student to find their unique skills and talents
and to be courageous in breaking down the obstacles
stopping them from achieving their goals, at MGC and
beyond!

Meg Funston, Genevieve Cox and Georgia Wolfe
College captains
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YEAR 7
In our Year 7 Journalists’ words:
Day 1: Maya Somerville 7C3
I could not have imagined a better chapter to start my story off
at Melbourne Girls’ College. With my new class, we familiarised
ourselves with the incredible environment we would be spending
the rest of our schooling lives in….the recess bell had finally
rung. As I entered the canteen, it was packed to the brim. It was
strange seeing nearly all of the year 7s in one place - and let me
just say, there were a lot of them! From donuts to noodles, iced
tea to pizzas, this canteen seriously had it all.
Camp: Olivia Simpson 7M2
The camp was fantastic, and we all loved getting to know and
understand each other on a deeper level. We pushed ourselves
and overcame mental blocks and barriers, with memories as our
reward. Not to mention chocolate.

Verbal Combat and The Flipside: Imogen Silver
and Sascha Moulden 7R1

As a new Year 7 student, MGC Design Tech, or DT to my fellow
students, is a new subject for us all. DT is all about learning
designing skills and about the process of design and of making.
We get to do a variety of creative projects using woodwork,
sewing and jewellery making.

Verbal Combat demonstrated the importance of being an
upstander: this means speaking up when you think something
isn’t right, and this takes courage. But saying nothing has
consequences too, as the characters in Verbal Combat discovered.
In Flipside the characters learn that anything and everything
people post can have consequences, and no matter what you
post it can be received differently to how you intended it to be.
Remember: “Every day we build our character piece by piece...
every word and every action defines our character.” And “The
digital world and the real world have merged.”

The Swim Carnival: Darby Wells 7C2

Organisational Olympics: Frances Graham 7L1

As the day began to draw to a close, two of the best events were
only just beginning: the tunnel ball and the water zumba. We
kicked off with the Year 7 tunnel ball races, stirring up a steam
in the pool even though some of us had no idea what we were
doing, and in the end Chisholm came out on top.

All year 7s competed in the Organisational Olympics with tasks
including; don’t lose your locker pass or your teachers will crack
it; trying to look spiffy in your uniform; and no lates or you let your
whole house down Buddy! Lyons won the pizza lunch!

Starting new subjects like Design Tech:
Frances Graham 7L1

Public Speaking Competition: Alex McCurry
Everyone did a fantastic job, especially the Year 7s from MGC.
Nandini memorized her speech, Charlotte presented a beautifully
written persuasive argument, Lily did a fantastic job at projecting
her voice, Genevieve had the best statistics and India came up
with a sensational topic. The senior competition was beyond
anything I’ve ever seen before and they all deserved first place.
Asphyxia and Journals: Sienna Liston
Once everyone was quiet, Asphyxia walked out in front of all the
year 7s. She introduced herself using sign language. She was
deaf and was signing the whole way through with a speaker who
was translating everything she was signing.

Waste free Parties: Darby Wells 7C2
We baked a lot of treats and ate a lot of what was very good food;
helping us come to the conclusion that baking our own things,
instead of using soft plastics and materials that are certainly not
helping our future, was much more rewarding than any other end
of term party!
Reptile Encounters Eva: Donnelly 7C1
All the Year 7s have all had these encounters with reptiles. All of us
had a great time and we got to meet a few animals. Some of the
animals included a Sugar Glider, a Barn Owl, a Longneck Turtle, a
Frill Necked Lizard, and a Green Tree Frog. All of the animals were
extremely friendly except the Owl. Did I mention the snake?

And this is only the tip of the iceburg: There was also Ancient Civs Day, the excursion to Melbourne Museum
and the National Gallery, the excursion to the Islamic Museum, a Problem Based Learning Project,
Chorals, Year 7 Sports Days and ……. So much…… Soooo busy! Now we need a holiday!
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YEAR 8

One thing about having both year level
coordinators as sport teachers, is that
you aren’t short of physical activity. Ms
Crosswhite and Ms Douglas-Scarfe are
constantly pushing us to succeed and
demonstrate the best of our abilities in
hands-on activities throughout the year.
Some examples of what we’ve done so
far are multiple sports days, Learn to
Row, and wellbeing day.
The sports days allow us to compete
against a range of other schools, proving
our commitment and teamwork. The
competitive spirit shining throughout
the day, with many teams continuing
through to the next round.
Learn to Row is an optional program
introduced to year 8’s at the beginning of
term 3. Not only does Learn to Row build
new skills, but it builds new friendships. It
is an opportunity to work as a team in a
sport most of us haven’t tried before, and
at the end, we can choose to continue
rowing competitively in the school team.
This is a very popular program in year 8
that we all enjoy.

Thanks Ms DouglasScarfe and Ms
Crosswhite – none of
this would be possible
without you!
Wellbeing day, in our opinion, is one of the best days of the
year. From Murphy the pup to the silent disco – wellbeing day is
very eventful. We start the day off with a guest speaker talking
about personal wellbeing, before splitting off into our houses,
giving us the chance to rekindle year 7 friendships. In the baking
session, we made chocolate balls with the assistance of our food
technology teachers. In yoga, we went up to the MPR to make
both our minds and bodies happy. In the not so silent disco, we
got to dance all around the school, belting our hearts out. And
finally, in mindful colouring, we got to relax in the library and
quietly colour, or take Murphy on a walk.
We are extremely grateful to get to experience these fun
activities, and we can’t wait for the upcoming camp and other
physically and mentally challenging activities. Thanks Ms
Douglas-Scarfe and Ms Crosswhite – none of this would be
possible without you!

Bea J, Gwyneth O, Ana GP, Georgia M, Peta M,
and Charlotte J 8I
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YEAR 9
City Experience
In Week 2 and 3 of term 3, the year nine students
went on City Experience. City Experience was an
amazing eight-day program where the students
gained skills including leadership, perseverance
and the ability to communicate with others in a
working environment. We participated in many
wonderful programs and excursions where some
of these newly found skills were put into play.
One of the highlights of City Experience was SYN
FM. SYN FM is a radio program organization
where people between the ages of 13 and 25
come in and make their own radio show.
City Experience was a wonderful event where
students gained many new skills that will help
them in the later years of their lives. There was
lots of free time to go out and enjoy lunch with
your friends, providing you got the work done
on time. There were many fantastic places and
excursions we visited where we gained lots of
knowledge of what we can do to help our city.
Overall City Experience was a brilliant week and
a half which I thoroughly enjoyed, and I am sure
many other students felt the same way.

City Experience
was a brilliant week
and a half which I
thoroughly enjoyed

By Nell Jenney 9H

Looking back on comedy night, we are very proud of our
performance. Before walking out on stage, we were both nervous
and excited for our act and for the most part, felt ready to get out
there. As we were walking out on stage, we started to feel a little bit
anxious as neither of us had ever performed comedy on stage, but
as we began and got the flow of it, we felt much more comfortable.
Reflecting on the night, we are very happy that the performance
went quite smoothly and that we took the opportunity. We are also
grateful for the many laughs we got from the audience!

Sophie and Porscha Year 9

YEAR 10

From afar, I could see various playgrounds and structures for
entertainments and my heart thumped louder. In cabin 70,
my two friends took the first twin bed while I and another
friend took the other one. Another classmate picked one
next to the window, overlooking the basketball court, while
the luckiest girl, grouped two single beds into a big one for
her to take all!
The first day of camp can be described as exciting but a
little bit frightening too. My squad was put into Group I
with two other cabins and our first task was craft-making.
To say the least, I did not expect it to involve water that
much, but I was wrong. My shoes, my jeans, and half my
shirt were drenched while goosebumps rose on my skin
after we finished and the wind was blowing super hard at
me. After ball games with Ms. Hajzler, my team played a cool
game called Truth or Dare in which everyone discovered
each other’s secrets and did hilarious challenges such
as proposing marriage, knocking on a stranger’s door or
screaming like a maniac. I was still cackling at dinner, later
came Quiz Night and that ended Day 1.
When the alarm struck at five O’clock thus began Day
Two for me: My roommate and I went stargazing under
a tranquil inked night gleaming with vast constellations.
Despite the freezing air, a chance to see Jupiter could
not be passed by. After breakfast was Team Rescue in the
forest where we carried out a rescue mission for Shelby,
the dummy, across a range of obstacles like a real-life
action movie; too bad there were twenty of us and one
useless mannequin. The second activity was High Ropes,
the adrenaline when I walked four feet above the ground
was exhilarating, the same with the Flying Fox. Finally, after
tasting the air while sliding down from 50 feet tall, the
group went to chill in the swimming pool. The second day
came to an end with a movie night which I did not see and
my cabin escaped clean-ups duty miraculously.

YEAR 10 CAMP JOURNAL
from an anonymous Year Ten EAL student
During fifteen years of my life, I have only been camping twice and
both occasions left such unique impressions that I can never forget.
The first time was the Surf camp in Anglesea with the Outdoor
Education class, where I experienced a tremendous time doing
water activities. The second time, hence my favourite, was with year
10 students accompanied by a group of teachers at Phillip Island
and there I learned the true meaning of happiness and friendship.
On Wednesday morning, the library was packed with students
and their luggage chatting eagerly, I too couldn’t avoid feeling
enthusiasm rushing through my system when I saw my friends
all readied for the trip. It took about two hours to arrive, My bus
partner and I killed time with a movie and watched the countryside
sceneries outside passing by. We drove through an enormous
bridge across the sea to reach Phillip Island and my excitement
increased the closer we got. Finally, the bus stopped and we stood
in the fresh air; laughter rang as I took in the view. There was an
expansive area with the cabins on the left, a shack in between and
the dining building which is opposite to the reception.
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Smiths Beach was our only destination for the third day, it
was save the best for the last kind of thing! It started out
pleasant and entertaining until it turned tedious at the
final hour. Honestly, I’m not sure because it’s a bummer
that camp is ending or everyone was somehow exhausted
since they weren’t as boisterous as usual. Therefore, even
lunch was very bland to the mouth and I stayed quiet until
the bus came. It’s both a shame and lucky that we had
two weeks holiday after camp. Seeing my friends off to
their home and some were heading back to their country, I
was pretty depressed; it was as if the bus was filled with a
heavy silence. Taking in the view for the last time, with much
intensity to imprint the scenery into my head, I watched the
campsite turn into the main road leading back home.
If asked how to describe the event, I would say the camp
was eminently remarkable: there were moments with my
friends that I wish to experience again like the basketball
match with Ms.Tellefson; the questionnaire with Ms. Hazjler;
the beach walk with Group I. Just recalling them makes me
smile fondly like a fool. I even miss my smelly bed in the
cabin (and how every little move caused people to cringe
at night)! Maybe one day, I can recommend this wonderful
holiday spot for my family and friends and return here. For
now I have to be satisfied with my cherished memories.

Thanks to Ms Tellefson, Ms Hanley
and all the teachers for this
remarkable camp.
21

YEAR 11

February 2019 marked the beginning of the most
anticipated and talked about 20 months of school.
We were fresh out of the ‘easier years’ where SACs
were not as demanding and studying was not the
biggest priority for all students.
This year has allowed us to truly connect with our
teachers and get closer to the friends we have been
lucky to make. Overall, Year 11 has opened us up to
new opportunities such as the VCE system, early
decisions on what we may or may not want to do
in the future and last but not least, formal!
Personally, I have found this year to be my best in
terms of learning. I have noticed that my choice of
subjects has been beneficial to my day-to-day life,
especially at family night dinners! I now control the
conversations about politics, the environment and
current social norms. Well, kind of…
For many years it felt like graduating would never
happen and now it is just around the corner. There
have been moments of stress and pressure (that we
often put on ourselves), but I’m still excited for the
year ahead and for what the future holds!

This year has allowed us to truly
connect with our teachers and get
closer to the friends we have been
lucky to make.

Rachel Munns
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YEAR 12
It’s really hapening!!!

Year 12 quickly became a year to remember for the class of 2019. Many
expectations were running through our minds as we walked through the
gates for our last first days of high school; however, we were soon swept
up into a year filled with memories we would cherish forever. We began
by travelling to Federation University in Ballarat, where we gained
valuable study tips and tricks that would aid us in the coming months.
Upon our return, we hit the ground running with SACs, assessment tasks
and study sessions.
Throughout the year, many events gave us a much needed distraction
from our schoolwork – first came both the swimming and athletics
carnivals, where we all put on our best costumes knowing this was our
last chance to dress up. The completion of the GAT during the middle of
the year saw us receive our much anticipated Year 12 jumpers, which we
donned in the hallways with pride.
As the terms flew by, our cohort remained hard-working and driven
towards the final hurdle of our schooling: Exams. However, in the midst
of what seemed to be endless hours of study, we formed friendships
and made memories that we would never forget, making Year 12 the
highlight of our time here at MGC.
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Formal
YR 11

YR 12

Formal, on May 10th of this year was a definite
highlight of my year. We came together as a year
level for a night of singing, dancing and dressing
up. Everyone looked gorgeous in their dresses,
suits and everything in between. It was a great
opportunity to see everyone looking their best,
with their hair and makeup done.
The array of outfits was amazing, from colourful
two-piece suits to fully sequined dresses, to
short elegant dresses. We all got to vote for our
favourite dresses, hair, fake tans, dancing skills
and many more. The winners were awarded their
sashes and then we all went back to dancing.
A massive shout out to the formal committee
for organising all the details such as the food,
awards and sashes, and of course to all the
teachers who attended and helped plan
everything.

Hannah Jukes Frere
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INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

2019 was another busy year for MGC’s Choir,
performing at our two Vocal Showcase evenings
and at the VSMF, where we were awarded a
Silver Shield. A new initiative was our Concert for
Cambodia, in conjunction with Richmond West
and Hawthorn West Primary Schools. Thank you
to our Choir Captains, Tyana Tsai and Rachel Chui,
and our wonderful voice teachers, Ellyce Calder
and Susan de Jong.

String
Ensemble

Members of our A’capella Choir represented MGC
at Generations in Jazz for the first time, as well as
representing the school at information evenings
and for MGC’s 25th Anniversary Celebrations. They
successfully competed in the AUS/ACA A Capella
Our Jazz Orchestra had many highlights this
year, beginning with a workshop with members of
Snarky Puppy. We made it to Generations in Jazz
in Mount Gambier for the first time and ended up
winning our division! Marissa di Marzio (drums)
Caitlin Moloney (Bass) Miranda Moloney (Sax) also
won awards for best players. Then we entered at
the VSMF for the first time and won a Platinum
Shield! We would like to wish our Year 12 students
all the best: Marissa Di Marzio,Caitlin Moloney,
Miranda Moloney, Abbie O’Flynn, Sandra Byrne,
Chantel Wong, Portia Frayne and Jessie Radda.
A huge thank you to Tony Hicks for all his work
leading our Jazz Orchestra.

Snarky Puppies

Pedal Power Cinema

Generations
in Jazz

A’capella Choir

Our String Ensemble performed at our String
Soirees and for the AMEB online orchestra
of this year’s entry song- “I Am Australian”.
They combined with our Acapellago choir for
performances at assembly and at Rylands. Thank
you to Wen Chin for her leadership.

Our Jazz Orchestra won a Platinum Shield

String Quartet
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The MGC Senior String Quartet consists of the
following Year 12 students, Jessie Radda, Sandra
Byrne, Portia Frayne and Year 11 student Claudia
Carlton-Allen. They have been performing
together for 3 years and in that time have
contributed to beautiful performances within
the school community and externally. We thank
them for sharing their talents with us and wish
them all the best upon graduation - we hope they
continue to perform music together.
Soul Band kicked off the year with a performance
at our Pedal Cinema, as well as at our two vocal
showcases. Thank you to Andy Clarke for all his
work with the band.
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PERFORMING ARTS

Congratulations to (L-R) Isabelle Carney
(Drama) Grace Peacock (Dance) and
Ella Taylor (Dance) who represented
Melbourne Girls’ College in 2019 Top
Class performances.
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Thank you to their teachers, Lindy Mummé (Drama) and Jordan Evans (Dance).

Thank you and farewell to Jamila Jalloh, who has
represented MGC at State School Spectacular, through
the Accelerando Program and has performed at every
MGC Pedal Power Cinema evening, as well as being in
every MGC Musical Production, culminating in a lead
role in “Bring It On”. Jamila completed year 12 Music in
2018 and year 12 Drama in 2019.
Year 12 Music
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HOUSE PRODUCTION
Congratulations to all students involved in MGC’s
2019 House Production of “Girl Power!”
Our Executive Arts Captains
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“Grandmother”
Marissa di Marzio

“Superhero”
Gigi Flugge

“Cheerleader”
Hannah Jukes-Frere

Stereotypes

Stages of Life

Maris

Lyons

Led by Darby Stoffel, Jade Johnson, Lily Hopkinson, Ava Den Elzen and Abi Williams

Led by Arts Captains Sonia Li & Ophelia Murray, Julia Wang & Evie Scott

Past, Present, Future

Superheroes

Chisholm

Melba

Led by Arts Captains Franny Fleet, Stephanie Moutray-Read, Eloise Webb & Violette Spataro

Led by Arts Captains Mae James, Gigi Flugge, Sandu Mahapatuna, Alex Morris, Bea James

“Suffergette”
Violette Spataro
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VISUAL ARTS

Scan QR codes below to see
student animation projects.

My Animation Journey
by Ruby Sklavounos

Lucky Duck
by Marissa Masgalas

Coloured pencil
Sophia Cuthbertson, Year 12 Studio Arts

Untitled
by Eliza Scholes

Animation project
by Danae Cox

Media film
Maddie Bills, Year 12 Media
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Imaginative rendering
Luiza Souza Alberti

Imaginative rendering
Angelica Zhang.

Expanding foam and spray enamel
Greta Richter, Year 12 Studio Arts

Portrait
Ruby Kavanagh, Year 9 Photography

Silicone
Greta Richter, Year 12 Studio Arts
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Producing the next
generation
of designers by promoting
creativity and resilience
at MGC.

TECHNOLOGY

Opportunities are actively encouraged throughout
the Design Technology and Food Technology
subject areas to utilize digital skills, combined
with thinking skills, practical skills and knowledge
of materials. Young designers develop and create
viable options for their individual needs using
technologies such as the laser cutter and the
sublimation printer. These have been used to
create outcomes in textiles, wood, metal, even in
cardboard.

Design task: Salmon poke bowl

The only limit is their
imagination….
Students in Year 10 Interior Design brainstormed,
designed and developed relevant digital
design options to create beautiful light boxes
as a response to a given brief. The use of the
laser cutter during their production was highly
sustainable, minimizing waste and ensuring high
quality, durable products.

Design task: Cauliflower pita bread

In Food Technology students apply design
thinking, creativity and innovation to develop,
modify and produce their own food products of
increasing sophistication. Students work both
individually and collaboratively, taking into
consideration time, cost, production processes,
technology and sustainability.

Design task: Pizza
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Sublimation printed
aluminium earring.

Laser cut collection,
beehive inspired.

Sublimation printed acrylic cuff bracelets

Pictured – Emilia Floros and Trinity Guymer Year 10 Interior Design
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ENVIRONMENT TEAM
One Step closer
to Zero waste!
It didn’t happen
overnight.
MGC has been on a journey to zero waste to landfill
for over a decade. Given that our site is actually
built on a former tip site, our highly reactive landfill
for soil causes all manner of headaches for our
facilities team, adding significant cost blow outs
to building projects and causing multiple large
subterranean pipe bursts pouring thousands of
litres of drinking water into the Yarra.

On the 2nd of September, MGC decided
to do something different. We decided
to remove all landfill bins (with some
exceptions) to make everyone reflect on
how much waste their lifestyle generates.
The Marine Biology and Environmental
Science classes have been participating in
the Plastic Free July Challenge for the last
three years and the impact is profound.
We hope that this will have a similar,
positive experience that will encourage the
community to discuss the waste issue and
find out solutions that work for individuals.

Environment team

Sadly, we have been learning and teaching about
our local contribution to the waste problem
for years; our own curriculum tells the story of
the Pristine Birrarung weaving its way through
Melbourne getting more and more polluted as
it makes its way into Nerm (Port Phillip). We talk
about the effects of litter on wildlife and waterways
and the issues with non-biodegradable waste
filling up our landfills and leaching hazardous
wastes into soils and surrounding water to
contaminate our environment despite our best
efforts to contain it. We teach of affluenza
and measure our ecological footprints. We pat
ourselves on the back for participating in nude
food days and shake our heads at horrendous
images of drowned wildlife trapped in plastic or a
juvenile seabird’s decaying carcass spilling open
with a gut full of plastic.
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2009

2010

MGC
Environment
policy adopted
endorsed by
Victorian Governor
David De Krestser
World 350 day
raises awareness
about
greenhouse
gases

1st co-mingled
recycling bins
and composting
arrives

2011
1st pedal cinema
Decontaminating
worm farms

2012
World
Environment Day
vegetarian nude
food
BBQ Clean Up
Australia Day

2013
Zero Waste Cup
cake stall

Clean up Yarra
Blitz

public worm farm
decontamination

Zoos Victoria
Seal the Loop
Action Day

adopt a worm
campaign
Keep Australia
Beautiful grant
to upgrade bin
infrastructure

758m³

2014

2015
MGC Keep cups
for all Year 12s
Seal the Loop
Action Day- Yr8
Litter awareness
Zero waste
Pedal cinema
MGC Keep cup in
NYC

2016

2017

Media attention
for Seal the Loop
Action Day.

Fork campaign
Keep cup sale @
the MGC front
office
Discount for BYO
cups

Community
Food Know How
workshops in
Gillard Centre
Discount @
canteen for BYO
cups

2018
BYO Cups
Soft plastic
recycling
Solar cone
combusting
for all
organic
material

977m³

728m³
505m³
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
Yr 10 Outdoor Education
Mt Stirling Hike

YR 10 REFLECTION
Sitting on a cradle like rock on the summit of Mt Stirling,
I began to cry a few tears. The teacher had read a poem
and no-one before had made me question whether I was
living my life properly. I then went on to think about how
the mountains surrounding me must have sat there for
quite some time, and would continue to do so after even
after I die, seemingly eternal and un-phased. I decided
like them, that I would distance myself from the trivial
aspects of society, and not care so much about what
other people thought. Rather than hold back for fear of
getting hurt, be open to everyone and everything and
enjoy life. The view sparks your imagination.

The view sparks
your imagination

Anon

YR 10 POEM
The cold Breeze,
Bring chills to my knees.
Blue sky and no-one in sight
Brings quite an experience for ones delight.
My legs may be in pain,
But I shall not complain,
As I sit here on the summit, watching the wind blow
I realise how much I needed this to let my thoughts flow.
Now as I saw goodbye for the last time today,
I definitely will be back here one day, by car or in some way.

Anon
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AEROBICS
Congratulations to the MGC aerobics athletes for
contributing to our most successful year yet! After putting
in many hours of training and a lot of hard work, once
again, MGC aerobics were crowned Victorian Aerobics
Club for the second year in a row! The team were also
lucky enough to have 3 girls (Mariana Pappas, Lana
Crocker and Holly Morrison) selected into the Victorian
State Team to represent Victoria at the 2019 National
Gymnastics Championships earlier in the year at
Melbourne Arena. They represented Victoria to the best of
their ability and completed some outstanding routines.
Furthermore, our Varsity Aerodance Team (Mariana
Pappas, Holly Morrison, Amanda Kristanto, Jasmine Wong,
Lucy Rhodes and Evelyn Gammon) became the first MGC
aerobics team to qualify to represent Australia at The
Association of National Aerobic Championships, which is
an international aerobics competition, held in Phoenix,
Arizona. After a 15-hour flight and hours of training in
40-degree heat, they were lucky enough to come home
with a Bronze medal in a very tough section, competing
against the best teams from around the world! They
are such a hardworking and talented group and their
dedication and passion shined through on the stage.
In September 2019, just over 50 MGC athletes flew to the
Gold Coast to compete for 4 days of competition, where
we achieved amazing results, helping us finish off a strong
season and was a great reflection of all the hard work and
dedication put into training. The team represented MGC
to their highest possible standard on a national scale and
we are all so proud of each other.

INTER-SCHOOL SPORTS

Year 7 Netball – Social Competition

Our new courts in action

12-13yrs 4 x 100 Relay Team
broke 40yr Regional Record

MGC Athletics Team

Intermediate Volleyball – Regional Finals

Year 7 Netball – Division Carnival

Year 7 Tennis –
Division Carnival

Our amazing athletes are dedicated, not only to the
sport but also our club. They model true sportsmanship
and have enjoyed developing friendships through the
aerobics community. We are so proud of every teammate
and look forward to continue our success in 2020.

Aerobics Captains,
Mariana Pappas and April Eastick
MGC Swimming Team – Record medal
haul at the Regional Finals

Intermediate AFL Team – Regional Finals

Bella Newman - Javelin
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Year 7 Softball Team – Regional Finals

Year 7 Netball Team

Year 7 Volleyball
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ATHLETICS
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House Athletics Results
Place

House

Points

1st

Chisholm

1022

2nd

Lyons

945

3rd

Melba

873

4th

Maris

628
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ROWING
Rowing is hard but that’s why we love it. A few bumps in the road are not going
to get a squad like us down. The 2018/2019 season has been unforgettable and
absolutely flown past.
It was fantastic to watch the juniors jump into their boats and get them moving
in no time, diving head first into the club culture and training.
The beautiful intermediates came back from the offseason ready to tackle
another six months in the boat, and they did so with very strong wills. They
overcame many obstacles and managed to come out on the other side stronger
and more determined.
Seniors, where do I start? Experiencing two year levels come together like the
2018/19 junior and senior seniors did is indescribable. Not only in the boat but off
the water too. The seniors set a fantastic example for the seasons to come and
showed what it means to be an MGC rower.
It’s hard to explain what happens to people at the Head of The School Girls.
I guess ‘it’s the vibe of it’ that brings everybody together and leaves people
wanting more. MGC came away from the competition with 2 bronze, 5 silver and
1 gold medal, a fantastic result.
Over the season, the club received a lot of support from the school, Karen
Money, teachers, parents, coaches (of course), Paul Blanchfield - who stepped
up as Head Coach and last, but not least, our coordinator Andrew Beck.
With ‘Learn to Row’ well underway and looking very promising, we can’t wait to
see what our new Head Coach, Glenn Fischmann has in store.
Signing off,

Molly Sharrock, Hayley Turnbull and Polly-Jane Decker (Captains of Boats 2018/19)
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SWIMMING

House Swimming Results
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Place

House

Points

1st

Chisholm

573

2nd

Melba

377

3rd

Maris

370

4th

Lyons

349
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AUSTRALIAN
AIR FORCE CADETS

The 23rd year of the
Australian Air Force Cadets
414 Squadron has been
a wild success.

The 23rd year of the Australian Air Force Cadets
414 Squadron has been a wild success.
Just this year, our 72 cadets from years 8 – 12
have been benefiting from a unique approach to
hands-on learning. Through our theoretical lessons
on Monday afternoons, Cadets get to apply their
knowledge through our array of day trips, camps
and activities.

... developing our confidence
and teamwork skills ...

These include any of our four camps throughout
the year – camping in tents, in cabins in the
bush, on working air-force bases, or in a survival
situation in the bush.
Our day activities included exciting flight
opportunities, where cadets use their knowledge
to actually fly a plane! We also completed various
field-craft activities, such as rogaines in bushlands.
Our more formal events for the year include
participating in Melbourne’s ANZAC Day parade,
fundraising for Legacy at the MCG, and being
involved in the Battle of Australia Parade at the
Shrine of Remembrance. We also participated in
the Flying Fit day, running 5km and raising money
for Soldier On. Our Drill Team was exceptional this
year, scoring the highest points of all Squadrons
around Victoria and CSGT Hoban was awarded
The Best NCO in Charge of a Drill Team.
We also have our presentation night at the end of
the year to celebrate the enormous achievements
of our cadets throughout the year.
We are also extremely proud of all of our cadets
who have completed promotion courses over this
year to move up the ranking system to earn new
responsibilities and build up our leadership team.
This year and every year in cadets, we’ve all had
the privilege of watching each-other grow as
leaders, developing our confidence and teamwork
skills all while establishing life-long friendships
over experiences that we could not have found
anywhere else.
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WELLBEING

2019 has been another exciting year for Wellbeing at
Melbourne Girls’ College. Staff and students at MGC
have continued to bring Wellbeing to the forefront
of our teaching and learning. Teachers at MGC have
been working hard to incorporate wellbeing into all
classrooms, for all our students. Our wonderful staff
in the Student Wellbeing Centre have continued
to support students while also giving their space a
positive facelift.
Our student leaders have also had an important role
in building Wellbeing practices at MGC. During Term
3, our Student Representative Council participated in
an Appreciative Inquiry Workshop day to discuss and
plan for how they would like Wellbeing to be further
incorporated into the College.

...students were greeted with
cupcakes and positive affirmations
to express their gratitude to
each other.

Our College Captains also organised and hosted a
parent evening to discuss mental health and link
families with further supports. Additionally, the
Student Voice Network celebrated “Cheers Day”, where
students were greeted with cupcakes and positive
affirmations to express their gratitude to each other.
We are proud of how the student body has taken
Wellbeing at MGC into their own hands.
Our Wellbeing classes from Year 7-10 have also been
thriving this year and we look forward building on our
work in 2020!

WEIGHTLIFTING

The MGC weightlifting program has come leaps
and bounds since our inaugural season in 2018.
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday morning,
thirteen driven and committed young women
make their way to Ward’s Gym, in the cold and
dark mornings of winter at 7am over Terms 2 and
3. During these sessions, the girls work through
a range of weighted exercises to train for both
Olympic lifting and Powerlifting. These movements
include the Snatch and Clean & Jerk, as well as the
Squat, Bench Press and Deadlift.
Being a part of the club, each lifter is required
to not only push themselves physically, but also
challenge themselves mentally. In doing this,
a really strong sense of community and family
is constructed. We were able to overcome our
physical and mental barriers together, which was
incredibly heart-warming.
This year we introduced MGC’s first ever
weightlifting captains, Hayley Turnbull of Year
12 and Eirene Carajias of Year 11. As captains and
experienced weightlifters, Hayley and Eirene
were responsible for not only providing technical
feedback to our wonderful lifters, but also
continual support and encouragement during both
training sessions and competitions.
Thank you first and foremost to our coaches,
Leasa, Gavin and Callum Ward for opening up
their gym doors to such a (loud) and determined
group of girls, and for giving us the vital guidance
and support to help us achieve our best during
training. Thank you also to Andrew Beck for
initiating and maintaining the program to such a
high standard, and putting a smile on everyone’s
face at every session, and proving to us just how
capable we are.

Finally, thank you to all of our
weightlifters for being wonderful
sportswomen and making every
gruelling 5:30am morning
beyond worthwhile.

Congratulations to all of the lifters of 2019!

Hayley Turnbull, Stephanie Drew, Maya Ostrowski, Ophelia
Murray, Siena Chumbley Contin, Wan-Qing O’Neill, Sage
Fenton, Jessica Kang, Eirene Carajias, Mary Carajias,
Rose Byrne, Billie Hoban, Jamie Balassopoulos
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INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

Clockwise from top-left: Elaine’s solo performance at Harmony Day; Eva and Anna at ISPSC;
Swimming Carnival; Yr 12 camps; Lan at the World Greatest Shave; International Student group
photo; Jane, Cici, Sylvia and Michelle at Swimming Carnival

Above: Practice for the event, Echo && Ms Qian
Main: Angelica and Amy at Chinese Culture Day
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FRENCH LANGUAGE

Déjeuner à la française – La cuisine chez NOIR
à Richmond

The Berthe Mouchette/Alliance française
Poetry Recitation

A special menu including an amuse-bouche, entrée,
plat principal et dessert was served to the Year 10
French students as part of an unforgettable cultural
experience (including a French waiter).
Bon appétit!

As a cultural endeavor for Years 8 and 10, a set poem
is learned as an exercise in pronunciation, recall and
cultural expression. A number of girls made the state
finals held at the Alliance française in St Kilda – bravo!

Once again, this year our Year 8 French students
had the exciting opportunity to take part in a
special event designed to immerse them in the
French culture. They had the opportunity to put
into practice their French speaking skills to order
both galettes and crêpes, typical French delicacies
from Les Crêpes de Marion in a beautiful and
casual setting. They also had an opportunity to
work collaboratively and put their knowledge
about French vocabulary to complete a challenging
cultural word search designed by Mr. Hilton. We
would also like to thank Mr. Howlett for putting up
the French Tricolour on the flag post which added
an additional French touch to the day. What a
wonderful way of finishing a term of hard work on
their French studies!
Véronique Yan-Lung

Sortie cinema – Dillili à Paris
Over 80 French students in Year 9 attended the
sumptuous animated imagining of la Belle Époque
(1870-1914)
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CONFUCIUS
CLASSROOM

In 2019, the Chinese program ran a great variety
of cultural events which enhanced cultural
understanding of the students. Activities included
the Chinese New Year Celebrations, the Dragon
Boat Festival Celebrations and the Chinese
Culture Day. The Chinese Culture Day, in particular,
showcased how rich and ancient the culture is. It
was a fun day full of excitement and vigour.
Below are extracts from student reflections:
‘I really enjoyed the whole day, doing many
different activities that relate back to China. It
was very educational so I learnt a lot, but I was
taught in an engaging and fun way.’

CHINESE LANGUAGE

Ensmble of Erhu and Piano

Lion Dance movements

International Student Rap

Where East meets West

Cloth water paper

Have you ever tried tofu?

Cloth water paper

Year 10 Chinese Movie Excursion
in Chinatown cinema

Chinese Museum Tour - Gold Rush

Making Bracelets on
Dragon Boat Festival

Burial suit

Exploring in Chinatown

Shasha Marriott, 10L2
‘I really enjoyed being involved in the Lion
Dance Movement. I thought it was a fun and
interactive way to lead us into the Chinese
culture.’

Lorraine Sanares, 9D

STUDENT REFLECTION
ON YEAR 8 EXCURSION
A few weeks ago, the Year 8 Chinese classes
went on an excursion to Chinatown, the Chinese
Museum and a Chinese restaurant. It was a very
interesting trip and we learnt many interesting
things about the Chinese during the gold rush.
We also saw a Chinese Dragon that required
more than 100 people in it to make it move!
We saw some Chinese fashion and what life
was like for the Chinese gold miners. After the
Chinese museum, we went to lunch in a Chinese
restaurant, and we ate delicious noodles,
chicken, and spring rolls! Then we went out
to see Chinatown at its best. We saw intricate
dumplings being hand-made, and we got to
look inside an Asian Grocery Store and see all
the interesting things that they sold there. We
even got to try one of the Chinese teacher’s
favourite snacks, a delicious almond biscuit. The
whole trip was very interesting and exciting, and
I learned so many interesting facts. I can’t wait
until we go again!

By Gracie Rawlinson (8D)
Chinese inventions - chopsticks
and silk

The Confucius Clasroom Team

The Lion Dance

The Lion Dance

‘My favourite workshop were the Chinese
Knotting and the Chinese Inventions. I enjoyed
the bracelet knotting as it was very relaxing and
the bracelets were pretty.’

Rania Widjanarko 10M1

Mrs Money and Ms Chen with Chinese
dignitaries on Chinese Cultural Day
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Drum-beating for Lion Dance

Dressed up in Chinese Costume

Head of Lion

Umbrella - a Chinese Invention

Trying Chinese Hanfu on
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PHILANTHROPY

We started the year raising money for the World’s
Greatest Shave, supporting people battling
leukaemia. This year we hit a new record
in MGC’s 25 year history with 10 courageous
students shaving their heads and raising over
$20,000! Philanthropy Vice-Captain Scarlett was
one of those fearless souls and said, “Our ability
to raise so much was amazing, and it was so great
to be in such a positive atmosphere with people
supporting you for doing something so brave.”

SCIENCE

Discovering Marine Ecosystems – Marine
Biology Camp

Attending the Ethiopiad breakfast function

Term 2 was very busy, with the whole school
Going Grey in May to support the Robert Connor
Dawes Foundation. We ended up becoming bird
brain champions and raising over $3500.
Our Year 10 Youth in Philanthropy group explored
different charities and donated $10,000 to
charities that support healthy and resilient
communities. Esther stated, “I had such a great
time meeting like-minded people and becoming
totally re-inspired and re-educated
on issues that affect us ALL!”

Girls in Physics Day – Laboratory tours at
The University of Melbourne

Liz Dawes

I had such a great time meeting
like-minded people and
becoming totally re-inspired
and re-educated on issues that
affect us all.

Geology Excursion – Melbourne Museum

Term 3 was all about the World Vision 40 hour
backpack challenge with students rising to the
challenge and living only out of a backpack
for 40 hours! Philanthropy Captain, Raphaella
Bichler said “Working directly with World Vision
to promote awareness and involvement in the
Backpack Challenge is essential in the face of
today’s refugee crisis.”

Australian Brain Bee Competition –
Melbourne Brain Centre

Throughout the whole year, every Tuesday a
group of dedicated students tutor primary
school students from a non-English speaking
background to help develop their literacy and
numeracy skills. “It helps to create humbling
connections with enthusiastic, happy children
whilst teaching them fundamental life skills”.

Exploring motion in real world objects –
Physics Day at Luna Park
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Crystallography in Schools – Creating
molecules at the University of Melbourne

Environmental Science
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SPACE CAMP

USA ARTS TRIP

...the best times of each of our lives...

It started off with an early start, everybody excited but
nervous for what was to come. All 22 of us boarded our
first flight to Sydney, where we had a stressful layover,
making us run through the airport to catch our 14-hour
flight to Los Angeles. The flight felt never-ending but
finally we touched down on American soil. Our third
and final flight was enjoyable, even though everyone
slept! We got to our hotel in Orlando with enough time
for a pizza party before finally falling into bed with
exhaustion. The next week was one of the best times
of each of our lives. We went to Disneyworld, where we
rode as many rides as we could in 12 hours; Kennedy
Space Centre and had lunch with an astronaut, giving
us insight into what life in space is really like; Universal
Studios, which was a day filled with magic and fun,
and we got to experience IFly, an amazing indoor
skydiving experience. On the 22nd of September,
we said goodbye to Orlando and headed to our next
destination of Huntsville, Alabama, where we would

partake in a six-day program filled with hands-on STEM
activities to discover how to train like an astronaut.
We got to participate in real-life simulators, learn
about space and flight history, work together as teams
and most importantly, learn what it takes to be an
astronaut. We met other like-minded people from all
over the world, including Argentina and America and
it was a once in a lifetime experience that we will look
back on and smile. Congratulations also to the Marineris
team, who won the Commander’s Cup for the most
points gained on their mission and also to Kiara CiancioKnauer, who won the ‘Right Stuff’ award. We want to
say a big thank you to the teachers who organised this
trip, Ms Rochette, Ms Walkear and Ms Keen, it would not
have been as remarkable without you all.

By Yasmine Iles

visiting
the big apple

At the beginning of the year, twenty Year 11 and 12 MGC students
went on an amazing arts trip to New York and Los Angeles. We
experienced and witnessed so many amazing things whilst
we were away. We went to many museums such as The Met,
MOMA, LACMA, and the Brooklyn Museum where we saw some
fascinating art and sculptures. Not only did we go to museums,
we also saw the Statue of Liberty in New York and navigated our
way through busy subway stations. Whilst we were in Los Angeles
we went to Warner Brothers studio which was so fascinating
to see how the shows and movies we watch on TV come to life.
We also met an Australian actor Anthony LaPaglia who came
and had dinner with us whilst we were in Los Angeles. It was
fascinating to hear stories of his time as an Australian actor living
and working in the states. The list could go on with the amazing
places we visited and experiences we had, but it was amazing
to be surrounded by your friends whilst walking the streets of
New York and exploring Los Angeles. None of it would have been
possible without the hard work of Mr Dunscombe, Ms Chen and
Ms Turnbull. It was definitely an unforgettable trip!

Jess Nelson Yr 11
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MATHS

HUMANITIES
This year has been a busy one for Humanities. The Humanities Student Leaders, Lucy Vogel and Marley Firman
have participated and galvanised the participation of fellow students in a number of events including attending
the Shrine of Remembrance in April to commemorate ANZAC Day, participating in a mock criminal court to
celebrate Law week, attending an address by NZ Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern at the Melbourne Town Hall
and speaking at a model UN Assembly held at MLC. Humanities Student Leaders have worked in conjunction
with other portfolios organising events and strengthening Humanities ties across the school community.
Other future events planned include public speaking at the National Council of Women’s event for students –
My Voice My Vote - and the Annual Deakin Oration at Parliament House. Kudos too to Lucy Vogel for writing
an article entitled “The importance of Humanities in an era of STEM” that was published in the Professional
Educator Magazine by the Australian College of Educators.

we will continue
to grow and
learn from our
experiences
and ensure that
students receive
the best possible
maths education.

Lucy Vogel and Marley
Firman have participated and
galvanised the participation of
fellow students in a number
of events

Maths at MGC has continued to grow and change
over the years but the fundamentals remain the
same, such as making connections, understanding
the power of algebra and the importance of
mental strategies. Technology has impacted how
and what we teach. CAS calculators, interactive
whiteboards, computers are now part of our toolkit
and enable the inclusion and solution of complex
problems that previously took many hours. Many
staff still remember the state wide VCE CATs that
dominated students’ time while at the junior level
semesterisation of year 8 maths and Year 9 WOMS
(world of maths and science) are still remembered
as passing phases. Over the coming years we will
continue to grow and learn from our experiences
and ensure that students receive the best possible
maths education.
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DEBATING

ENGLISH

Twenty five years of teaching English at MGC and our
values remain the same, grappling with texts that
reflect the human condition. While some subjects have
been integrated and students now create advanced
multimedia texts, at its heart, English celebrates and
examines the written and spoken word as it allows for
an examination and celebration of who we really are.
The DAV Debating competition is an annual event
run by the Debater’s Association of Victoria, and
once again, MGC was fortunate enough to have
participated. This year we were situated in the Toorak
region, debating against schools such as St Kevins,
Melbourne High, Genazzano, and many more.
We formed teams in our year level and each team
participated in five debates. Some of the debating
topics included “Police should always carry tasers
rather than guns”, “We should strive for immortality”,
and “We should abolish all political parties”. Some
topics we knew in advance, some were advised
topics, where we only knew the broad idea of the
topic, and some were secret topics, where we did not
know anything, and we only had one hour before the
debate to plan our arguments!
Despite this sounding a bit scary, not only was
debating extremely fun this year because of the
opportunity to argue without having to deal with
any consequences, but it allowed us to collaborate
with many others and overcome challenges together,
especially during secret and advised topics.
Debating really is great fun and something everyone
should consider participating in! We got to know
people in our year level better and it was great to
be able to work in a team. There are also so many
other things that everyone can take from debating,
whether that be public speaking skills, collaboration
skills, learning to think on the spot, improving writing,
or even just meeting some awesome people! It’s a
great way to project our voices to a wider community
and become more socially conscious. Who would’ve
thought that arguing would be so much fun?!
Solei Chapman and Tyana Tsai (Year 10)

2019 Writing Competition Winners:
Excerpts
1954
“This is where I went to school.” Grandma stated
simply. Her eyes scanned the pockets of thick
grass and clusters of twisted oaks, the absence
of a school house playing on my mind. The trees
looked lost and sad on that day, weathered by
age and remaining stationary even in the summer
wind. But looking back, I wondered if this was the
case, or whether they had just grown old and tired
of watching the world revolve around them.
Lucinda Op’t Hoog – Year 8

4 Hours
My hour of training was up and I had no choice
but to set out into the scary and uncharted world
of fast food mass production. Naïve and alone. I
jerkily blended into the routine of the restaurant.
The constant drone of timer alarms, voices and
beeps, frequently pierced by the demand of more
nuggets or patties, became the backdrop for my
work. I slid across the makeshift slip and slide
ground, travelling from the grill to the fryer to the
freezer and back again. I was the unknown worker
of Macca’s Ormond, providing service to scores
of consumers… I am now and forever will be, an
employee of McDonald’s Australia, the employer
of 100,000 workers who carry the weight of the
fast food culinary world on their shoulders.
Romy O’Donoghue – Year 10

Note to File
While your marriage may have been a mistake, do
not let this be your next one. Our enemies have
drawn not only to our doorstep, but have picked
the lock, snuck inside and are currently sipping
tea sweet as molasses.
Ophelia Murray – Year 11

The Story of a Year 12 Study Bug
Anyway. Narrowing my eyes
I made that familiar
attempt to focus on the work
to be done;
only to have all meaning
seep seamlessly from significance.
For outside,
it had started to
rain.
Kate Thompson – Year 12

The Camellia Flower
Off fell the head.
White mottled with red.
Some strange image - dead.
Quiet, waiting - awake in bed.
Sophie Varney – Year 12
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TEACHERS OF 25 YEARS

While students, teachers and principals come and go, five
remarkable individuals (and some who didn’t wish to be
named) have been here from the outset. Some of their many
thoughts about the last 25 years are shared here.

TREVOR HOWLETT:
How did you first arrive at MGC?

Interview from Malvern GHS/by car
What has changed most about MGC over the last 25 years?

The buildings and the numbers
What has kept you coming back to MGC over all this time?

The opportunities available to students

PHILOSOPHY

What has remained the same at MGC?

Apart from me, the great work ethic of the students
What were your first classes like here?

Fantastic but smaller.
One of my first memories is being thrown into taking the
Day 1 Assembly for Year 12s with a Channel 9 camera in
my left ear.

Clockwise from left: Mary Giles, Trevow Howlett, Anne Corry, Georgia Sotiriou

ANNE CORRY:
When did you first arrive at MGC?

I came in the second half of 1994, so I didn’t have to
unpack boxes!
What has changed most about MGC over the last 25 years?

Our facilities and co-curricular programs have just kept
getting better and better.
What has kept you coming back to MGC over all this time?

I love our students and I especially love our Musical
Productions.
Philosophy is all about thinking critically about the big questions in life. This year in philosophy
is students tackled a wide range of fascinating philosophical issues such as how best to live,
whether the mind and body are separate, and the ethical implications of modern technology
influencing our lives.
This year, a team of students from years 8, 9, 10, and 11 took part in the Victorian Secondary
Schools Philosothon. Meredith Ross-James of Year 11 won the peer’s choice award, which given
to the student who makes the most thoughtful contributions as voted on by other participants.
Participation for our team was generously contributed to by the Parents Association.

What has remained the same at MGC?

Our logo and motto - I was on the committee for the
logo design which was an interesting process. At first
our students changed the motto to “leave and achieve”
but now there is a sense of pride in being at MGC.
What were your first classes like here?

Busy! I took all the music classes and we didn’t have any
instruments at first. The music room was 219 and I used
the old boy’s toilets as instrumental studios!
I remember fondly organising our first Presentation
Evening in the old hall. We had every student (400)
attend to be presented with their Foundation badge.
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MARY GILES:
In those first days I had 7 students in my Year 12
Psychology class and 39 in French. They just kept
arriving. The one thing that hasn’t changed is that
there is always constant change.

GEORGIA SOTIRIOU:
They gave the school a lick of paint and put a new
fence up, which was initially to keep out the protesters.
There were boxes everywhere in the hallways.
One thing I’m proud of is that we have always had a
very high percentage of girls completing Maths.

CAROL BUSETTI:
Reports used to be handwritten and practical classes
were usually about 17 students. Students in year 7
used to be shorter than me, now they are mostly taller.
Fashion parades, fashion sponsorship from local
traders, fashion choreography, fashion design, screen
printed fashionable items, wardrobe co-ordination,
colour co-ordination. I love teaching Fashion and
Design at Melbourne Girls College.
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LOVE IT SO MUCH, THEY JUST CAN’T LEAVE!

KEEPING US SAFE FOR 25 YEARS

Jan lives locally in the Richmond Hill area. She is married
and is the mother of 4 adult boys. She volunteers her time
to look after local elderly people taking them shopping
and helping them with home duties. Jan also helps out at
a Private Nursing home serving food and feeding elderly
residents.

Some students love MGC so much they simply refuse to leave.
These ex-students share some memories and explain what compelled
them to come back to MGC as teachers.

Helping young people has always been in Jan’s heart
volunteering as a Brownie and Girl Guide leader in years
gone by. Students who have experienced difficulties at
school or at home have confided in Jan as she has been a
constant in student’s everyday lives and a good listener.

ELIZABETH HAJZLER:
I remember feeling so grown up on my first day as I
had to catch a train AND tram to get to school. My
yearly metcard was safely in my dress pocket, and
by the end of term, the cardboard ticket had gone
through the wash.
The buildings have changed but some of the
subjects have not. I now teach Year 10 Explosive
Decades, a subject I took in 2003!
Why did I come back? Why would I want to go
anywhere else?!

JANICE MACALLISTER (JAN)
1992 – Jan started on this site when it was Richmond High
School until it was shut down by the government.
1994 – Jan returned to the new MGC school and has worked
as a crossing supervisor ever since. 27 years in total.

Gratitude is one of Jan’s many virtues. MGC has inspired
Jan in her personal life, embracing the end of year
staff craft activities with a passion and attending art or
technology exhibitions to see what her girls have been
making. As a consequence of Jan’s immersion in the
MGC creative culture she joined the local senior citizens
craft group which she attends every Thursday. Jan’s
takes her duty of care seriously and she can sometimes
appear very strict and at times even grumpy. This stems
from a tragedy that Jan witnessed in the last few years
of Richmond High when a students refused to use the
crossing and was killed while crossing the road.
Over the years Jan has forged many strong friendships
with staff and students and has woven her thread into the
fabric of MGC.

LAURA ALLEN:

Laura Allen, Elizabeth Hajzler, Catriona Martin

CATRIONA MARTIN:
I joined MGC in Year 9. Though daunting and new,
the feelings were shared by all classmates as we
were the pilot year for the current WOI and the no
longer WOMS (world of maths and science). No one
knew exactly what was going on. I was partnered up
with a girl in class who introduced me to teachers
and gave me a tour of the school. She is still my
friend to this date.
I was rather petite so was able to fit inside a box.
My class and I played “possum in a box” where
I played the star role of the possum. Whenever
students walked past, a classmate would give a
call signal and I would do a little wiggle, causing
the wandering students to jump in fright! The class
would then say “Mr Vance caught a possum.” No
one ever knew it was me.
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My first day of school was nerve-wracking and
exciting. I was the only one from my school, and I
remember feeling worried that everyone else would
have a friend and that I wouldn’t know anyone. I
needn’t have worried, because I soon met the friends
I am still very close with all these years later!
When I started at MGC, there were more portable
classrooms, a much older gym and no Lyceum. The
environmental sustainability movement within the
school community was starting to gain momentum
and the canteen sold the most amazing chocolate
chip muffins. I think I miss them most of all!
Many of the same teachers who taught me as a
student were still working at the school when I
started teaching at MGC. I feel really lucky to have
been able to get to know these wonderful people
as colleagues and friends rather than as just my
teachers.
I don’t think there are many nicer places to teach
than on the banks of the Yarra River. Walking outside
during recess and lunchtime is extra special when
the bellbirds are calling and the sun is sparkling off
the water. Even when it seems like there are a million
essays to mark, I still feel fortunate that I get to work
in such a beautiful place.
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